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Abstract—
Semantic wikis are wikis which incorporate machine-readable semantic structure. The data they expose can be visualized for many different purposes using various tools. One particularly interesting use of visualization is to provide users with an overview of the wiki contents. In this work we develop a variant of radial space filling trees which employ a novel type of interaction to help users manage constrained spaces. An application to an existing wiki is shown.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest recently in attempts to unite Semantic Web technologies with the design patterns collectively known as Web 2.0. One product of these efforts is a new class of applications known as “semantic wikis”. Semantic wikis extend the simple, community oriented editing process of traditional wikis with specialized handling for formally representable semantics [2].

While current semantic wikis have exploited their formal structure to provide powerful semantic search capabilities, they have not changed the way that readers move through the wiki. Specifically, there is one shortcoming of wikis that they have not rectified, namely that it is easy for users to get lost [3]. Users view a single article at a time with no context other than a link to the enclosing category for the current article. In Wikipedia, this problem is partially mitigated by having articles specifically written to provide overviews (for example pages which contain a “List of...”). However this is a manual process which is limited, time-consuming, and error prone.

To provide maximum benefit, the overview should not be presented as a separate page that users must navigate to and from. Instead, it should use the "Overview Plus Detail" user interface design pattern [6]. The simultaneous display of overview and details provides ongoing feedback that enables a user to understand where they are in the wiki. The overview also enables a type of rapid navigation that isn’t possible using normal wiki-links. In particular, via an overview, a user can jump directly to non-adjacent pages.

Fig. 1. Markup used on a semantic wiki and the formal properties it produces

2 RELATED WORK

A number of visualization techniques have been developed to depict hierarchies. Below we survey several of these and discuss their applicability before focusing on the most closely related work.

2.1 Text Based Trees

One simple method of depicting hierarchical relationships is a textual tree view. Each item is displayed on its own row, with children indented relative to their parent. This method requires large amounts of vertical space to display nodes and may require vertical scrolling to see different parts of larger lists. It is not good at conveying the overall structure of large collections. Each sibling is separated from the preceding sibling by all of that nodes’ children. As a result nodes that have many descendents are displayed far from their siblings. As the vertical spacing between nodes grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to determine their relationship.

Fig. 2. Text Based Tree view of koala.owl ontology in Protegé

2.2 Node-Edge Layouts

Node-edge layouts are extremely general and can used to represent all sorts of graphs in addition to trees. These use edges to represent the parent-child relationship between nodes. While these are effective at representing schemas, there is not a clear distinction between classes and instances. Additionally, they require empty space separating the nodes.
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2.3 Treemaps

It is not necessary to use edges to represent the relationships. Instead of using edges, the hierarchy can be depicted using containment, geometry, and positioning. This gives rise to space-filling layouts. Treemaps consist of rectangles which alternatively divide horizontal and vertical space as they descend the hierarchy [4]. They are extremely space efficient and can represent a quantitative variable associated with each instance using the area of that node. However, while the relationship between a parent and its descendents is clear, other relationships can be difficult to read.

3 METHODS

The visualization we use is a variant of a radial space filling tree. Categories and individuals are drawn as wedges. Distance from the center of the sunburst corresponds to depth in the hierarchy. Children are arranged to span the angle of their parent node’s wedge. Categories are given a uniform gray color while instances are colored according to the class to which they belong. When the mouse hovers over a node, it is highlighted and a tooltip displays its name and parent category.

To enable users to focus on a portion of the hierarchy, we enable a novel interaction. Users can drag individuals subtrees from a sunburst to break them off. Upon release they expand into independent sunbursts. Users can pan around in the visualization and reposition the sunbursts to accomodate the constrained space.

The visualization is presented in a thin html iframe above the wiki. Shift-clicking on a node loads the corresponding article in the wiki. The node corresponding to the article currently being viewed on the wiki is highlighted and is updated as the user navigates among pages using standard wiki-links.

Each node is scaled in proportion to the amount of information about it that is contained in the ontology. That is, the angle of each instance node is proportional to the number of statements about it in the ontology. The full $2\pi$ distance of the central sunburst is divided evenly among the ontology statements about the instances within it.

Although it is conventional to use the angle of a sunburst to encode a quantity, this is somewhat problematic. The angle and depth together determine a two-dimensional area. Since wedges are enclosed and shaded, it is natural for viewers to judge them by area rather than angle. Area comparisons are valid only for nodes at the same depth of the hierarchy. For example the area of an annulus with $r=1$ and $R=2$ is $3\pi$ while that of an annulus with $r=2$ and $R=3$ is $5\pi$.

4 RESULTS

To demonstrate these techniques, they were applied to the Hesperian Digital Library, a semantic wiki containing information on rural healthcare. The "Disease" section of the ontology contains 13 categories and 116 instances. The resulting visualization is shown in Figure 5.

At the center of the sunburst is the “Disease” node itself. Between the 12 o’clock and 1 o’clock positions, at depth 1 and colored in orange, are nodes which are direct instances of the disease class itself. All other instances are at depth 2. The mouse is hovering over “Tuberculosis”, an instance of the “Infectious Disease” class.

Notice the large amount of empty space on each side of the sunburst shown in Figure 5. If the user wishes to focus on the “Common Sickness” subtree at the left, they can grab it, drag it, and release where ever they want. This interaction is shown in Figure 6. Upon release, the wedge expands to become a new sunburst, thereby increasing the size of its child nodes. Notice that in part 3 of the figure, it is easier to discern that “Cough” is one of the larger “Common Sickness” nodes.
This indicates that there are a large number of statements in the ontology about “Cough”, relative to some of its thinner siblings. Also notice that the amount of blank space in the layout has been reduced.

The preceding figures have shown the visualization in isolation, but in practice the link to the wiki is essential. Figure 7 shows the visualization in context. After following a wiki-link to “Children’s Diseases”, the visualization is updated to highlight (in red) the currently displayed article.

5 DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates that visualization can be used to provide a structural overview of the contents of a semantic wiki. It shows how structured information can be conveyed using the size and arrangement of nodes. Enabling users to create multiple sunbursts affords them greater control over managing the constrained space. Multiple sunbursts are effective at reducing the amount of wasted space in an elongated rectangular area.

While other sunburst variants have allowed users to focus on a subtree, these have been limited to a single subtree at a time. When the users focuses on one area, the previous selection is lost. In contrast, this approach allows the user to focus on multiple areas by spawning multiple sunbursts simultaneously. This flexible approach is well-suited to handle non-square bounds while single sunburst layouts can be extremely space inefficient.

6 FUTURE WORK

One direction of future work would be to improve the communication between the wiki and visualization. In this work, the entire ontology is downloaded and processed to create a GraphML file. While the process can be scheduled to run at regular intervals, it would be better to be able to update the visualization in realtime as edits are made to the wiki.

Another style of visualization that would be well-suited to this application would be a Degree of Interest (DOI) Tree [?]. In this application, there is a natural point-of-interest at the node corresponding to the currently viewed article. The degree of interest is modelled as a function that assigns a score to other nodes in the tree. Several such functions could be developed which use properties from the ontology. The user could choose between such functions. Since changing interest scores only affects whether nodes are expanded, they produce trigger dramatic changes in node position which might be confusing.

Another direction is to integrate visualizations with the semantic query system of the wiki. Presently there is support for displaying query results rendered as HTML lists and tables. This could be extended and combined with a data driven visualization system. This would allow members of the community to design and share visualizations of the site content (rather than just administrators).
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